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　　Gabor［2］has　indicated　an　invariant　definition　of　the　wave front set of a
distribution. His definition in ａ slightly modified form is as follows. Let ｘ be ａ
manifold, (称誉o）∈Ｔ＊Ｘ＼Ｏ and ｇＥＪバ（Ｘ）。Then we say that（ｚo，ξo）iｓ in the com-
plement of the wave front set WFCu) of u, if and only if there exists ａ conic
open neighborhood 7‾７⊂Ｔ＊Ｘ＼Oof （称誉o）ｓｕch that for every compact set Ｆ of real-
valued functions / C°°(:Ｘ）ａｎｄevery ｙEC（尹（Ｘ）ｗith（恥df（妁）∈ｒ for 2;Esｕｐｐｙ， we
have for every integer ル⊇≧0,when ｒ→ｏｏ。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　くｅ‾印肌め＝○け愧）
uniformly in 八八
　　In terms of local coordinates an equivalent definition of WFCu) has been given
using the Fourier transform ［11，［3]. Let ｘ be identified with an open subset of
？ａｎｄ　Ｔ＊ｘ with　ｘｘ茫≒　Ｔｈｅｎ（称誉o）糾ｙＦ（ｇ）if and only if there exists a
fｕｎｃtｉｏｎχECo刎:Ｘ）ｗithχ（jo）≠ｏ and ａ conic neighborhood Ｅ⊂？＼o ofξo such that
for every integer ゐ≧O we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　〈ｒ防引〉χ,嶮＝○(|ﾐﾚり，
ｗｈｅｎば|→７:)inΞ。
　　In the first definition we test the distribution z4 by oscillatory test functions
ｅ一則ｇwith arbitrary phase functions /gF, while in the second we need only test g
by ａ single oscillating function ｒ‘ぐぺ〉zwith the linear phase <ｚ，ξ〉depending on
ａ parameter I。This suggests that testing the distribution ｇ by ａ single oscillatory
test function of the form Ｒ-i坤(ｚＪ″)Z(幻ｃｏｎtａｉｎｉｎｇａ parameter (7 will suffice under
ａ suitable condition on the dependence of the phase function　φ(ぷ,び)　on the　para･
meter o. The purpose of this paper is to give ａ sufficient condition･　The phase
functionφ(ｊげ)is allowed to be nonlinear and this will probably be useful in the
calculus of wave front sets. It　is possible to prove the result in this paper using
the theory of Fourier　integral　operators。 However　we　give　here　an　elementary
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proof using ａ nonlinear analog of the Fourier transform.
　　§2. Statement of the result。
　　Let ｘ be an open subset of i?" and (xo, lo) an element of T*X＼O. We consider
an oscillatory test function ｒ心学:ａ;,(r)z(（)ｄｅｐｅｎｄｉｎｇon ａ parameter a. Here the test･
ing phase φ(x, a) is ａ real‘valued C°° function defined on Xxi;,jj an open subset
of 7ｙ， such that φ'x(Xqげo)＝ξo at (ｚoげo)ＥＸＸぶ, and z(a;) is a function in ＣｏべＸ)
such that z(２;o)≠0. From Gabor's definition　of　wave　front　set　it　follows　that,
ｗｈｅｎ(ｚo,ξo)引ｙＦ(（)，
Sｒ岬'(’･゛)z(幻畷妁面＝ｏ(ｒり，ｒ→oo
uniformly in びnear Gq, for every integer 友之O。Conversely, if the phase function
φ(々げ) satisfies a kind of transversality condition about　the dependence on　the
parameter （y，then testing ａ given distribution ｇＥＪ戸CX)by the oscillating function
ｒf吋z gives us information about the wave front set WFCW) of ｇ near (jo，ξo)｡
　　Theorem ２パL。Ｌｅtφ(2;げ)ｂｅａ real-valued C？ function defined on XxU and
assume that
(2.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　φ'x(Xoげo)＝ξoand
(2.2)　　the rank of the n×(jV＋1) matrix (lo>φ”ｘ．ｒ(じｚoげo))iｓequal to μ.
Ｌｅtχ(（)be a function in Ｃ()べＸ)sｕch that z(ｚo)≠O.　Given ｇＥＪバ(Ｘ)，ifthere
exists a neighborhood Ｆ of Oq such that for every integer 友之０
{g-iv>pix･゛)z(句碩:句心＝○け愧)，ｒ→oo
uniformly in の∃ｙ，tｈｅｎ(らξo)４ＷＦ(ｇ)｡
　　If we introduce ａ homogeneous variable∂゜(t,za'),茫茫‘,in　place of a, then
the above theorem is reformulated as follows. Let ｅ be ａ conic open subset of
Ｒ゛゛1＼0.The phase functionφ(ｚ，θ)iｓnow ａ real･valued C" function defined in
XxR, positively homogeneous of degree ｌ with respect to d and such that φ″ｚ(ｚo，
∂o)＝ξoat (ｚo，∂o)eｘｘｅ.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　犬
　　Theoeem 2.2. Assume that
(2.3)　　the rank of the nx(N＋1) matrixφ/‰(ｚo,θo)is equal to ｇ。
Let ｇＥＪバ(Ｘ).lf there existsａ conic neighborhood ｙ of θo such that for every
integer友之０
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uniformly in OeV, then (称誉o)糾ｙＦ(（)。
　　In Theorem ２よrenumbering the a variables, we may assume that
(2.2)'　　　　　　　　　　　　　　det(ξolφ□ｘｏ"'(ｚoげo))≠0.
Here a=(a≒ｏ”)，(戸＝(ら，…,ら_1)，(戸＝(び４，…, On'). If we set ｙ＝{ｙE茫z-1;(（ｙへ（Ｊ□o)
EJ}ａｎｄφ1(Ｘ，　０'-)＝φ(x, a≒《Ｊ□o)foｒ(ｚ,（)ＥＸＸλ９，thｅｎ
Sｒj呼出ｙ)ｚ(妁ｇ(（)お＝○(ｒり，ｒ→(ｘ)
uniformly in a' V'=vni:へ　Therefore we need only prove the theorems when
N=n-1. In§4 we prove Theorem ２.2with N=n― 1 under the assumption that
(2.3)'　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　detφ'‰(joJo)≠0.
　　§3. An analog of Fourier transform。
　　In this section we shall define an analog of Fourier transform with nonlinear
phase function。
　　Let ｘ be an open subset of jiり，ｅａ conic open subset of刄黙O。We denote by
汐（＠）thespace of ｇＥＣｙｅ）ｓｕcht at for some constant M depending only on ｇ
and for every compact set 瓦⊂ｅ and every multiindex a, the estimate
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l仙゛ｇ（θ）回心謳θ匹θ∈瓦゜，
is valid for some constant Ca:,iぃ　Herewe set K<'={rdに:≧l,deK}.
　　Ｌｅtφix,d) be ａ real-valued C°°function defined in XxR and positively homo-
genecus of degree ｌ with respect to d. For every 託ぎ/（Ｘ）ｗｅset
タ乃(θ)＝ｼｰ叫(らりix')dx, OeR
Tｈｅｎ夕聊川Delongs to 汐(＠)ａｎｄご戸 is ａ continuous linear operator from Ｊｙ(Ｘ)
tｏ汐(＠)，if汐(＠)iｓ equipped with a suitable inductive limit topology。
　　By Ｓ－ we denote the space of classical symbols of order 辨。Ｌｅtα昭o(Ｘｘｅ)
be such that suppα⊂ＸＸ瓦゜for some compact set 瓦⊂R. Ifφ/，(≪｡　０)≠Oinｘｘ瓦ｃ，
then for every z托汐(帥tｈｅ oscillatory integral
J尹Ｊヅ)＝S岬(ら゛)（ｒ,θ)ｇ(θ)Ｊ
defines a distribution Ｊ削zｇＥｊｙ(Ｘ)ａｎｄ jr'a is ａ continuous linear operator from
汐(＠)tｏＪバ(Ｘ)。
　　Now we shall show that under the condition (2.3)', we can find ａ symbol
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託so such that ご尹ａ夕一ismicro-lccally equal to the identity operator in ａ conic
neighborhood of （ｚoぺo）∈Ｔ＊Ｘ＼O。Moreprecisely we have the following theorem。
　　THEOB.EM ３.Ｌ　Ｌｅtφ(ｚげ)ｂｅａ real-valued　Ｃ°f゜unction defined in XxR and
positively homogeneous of degree ｌ with respect toθ。We assume that
(3.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　φ１(ちθo)＝ξo≠0，
(3.2)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　detφ'‰(らβo)≠O。
Then there existsａ symbol α(ｊ,θ)ESo(ＸＸ＠)ａｎｄａ compact set 瓦⊂R such that
supp g⊂ＸＸ瓦c and φ'xCx,の≠0 in XxK<=.　Morever we can find an open neighbor･
hood X of Xq and ａ conic open neighborhood ヨ1⊂jｙ＼O ofぞo so that for every
託Jぐ(Ｘ)ｗｅ have
　　　　　　　　　　　　<ｒiびｙ，Ｊ斤ｋ夕匈〉～<ｒ七夕ぺ〉，ｒ→oo,
when /eCべＸ)iｓ real-valued and ｙECo°()(Ｘ)haｓsupport in Xi and /'(a;)G∃1 for
ｘｅsuppｙ.　If / and ｙ depend on ａ parameter, then the above asymptotic relation
is valid uniformly in the parameter。
　　In the theorem we have used the notation
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　収ｒ)～&(ｒ)，ｒ→oo,
when we have, for every integer 友之0。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　α(つーゐけ)＝Ｏ(Ｔ-ｋ)，ｒ→ｏｏ。
　　Proof. There is ａ map ξ:XxXxR→jひwhich is Ｃ° a゜nd positively homo-





From (3.1), (3.2) we have ξ(jo，らθo)＝ξo and detＧ(らｚoげo)≠0. Therefore the
map (x, y,の一(2;，y，ξ(Ｘ.　1J。０))iｓａ diffeomorphism of ａ conic open neighborhood
ｘoｘ石ｘeo of (cTo,Xq, t?o)ｏｎtｏａ conic open neighborhood Ｗ⊂瓦×瓦×(ＲへO)of
(jo,a;o,ξo)，
　　Choose ａ C°°functionこ(CC,　Ｖ,I) defined in R3･l with suppこ⊂£ｃ for some com-
pact subset L of W.　Furthermore assume that C is positively homogeneous of
degree ｏ with respect to ξｗｈｅｎξiｓ large, and C=l in ａ conic neighborhood
瓦×瓦ＸＥ１⊂w of (らｚo,ξo)foｒ large ξ。If we set
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　　　　　　　　みo(ｚ，y,θ)＝(2π)一喝(2;，y，ぞ(Ｘ，　Ｖ，d))|detＧ(2;，ｙ，θ)|




defines a distribution kernel ＢｅＪ’(,ＸＸＸ)。It is easily proved by the method of
stationary phase that for every 託忿″(Ｘ)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　<ｅ‾出馬Ｂめ～<ｅ"”f ｓ，　Ｖ〉，ｒ→oo,
if /eC°°(X) is real-valued and ｓｅｅｏべＸ)haｓ support in Xi and /'(a;)eSi for
xe.supp ｙ.
　　Now we wish to replace &o(恥!y, &) by ａ simple symbol α(ｊげ)ESo(Ｘｘｅ).Ｗｅ
ｓｅtαo(ｚ,θ)＝&o(ｚμ,の。ＴｈｅｎαoESo(ＸＸ＠)ｗith SUpp (2o⊂ど×ぷand positively
homogeneous of degree ｏ when d is large. Sinceφ○い9)－φ(yげ)＝<ｊ－ｙぺ(Ｘ.　II. 6)〉
and ｄｅtら(２;，y，θ)≠oin 瓦×Xo X Ro, (吊ej)[φ０い9]－φ(ｖ.ｄ)]= 0, j=l,…,n, if
and only if x=y.　Since ｄｅtφ"xe(x,d)=detがeix, X, 0)≠O when (x, d)eXQXRo, the
differentials of (岬の)[φ(ｚ,θ)－φ(yげ)]are linearly independent in函×石×＠o。
So we can find 印ESo(ＸＸＸＸ＠)ｗith ｓｕｐｐ印⊂召×H'xK<', positively homogeneous
of degree ｏ with respect to 0 when 0 is large, and such that
ゐo(ｊ,y,θ)－み(y)αo(ｚ,θ)＝ｽﾞﾄﾞoj(x,y, 0)☆[φ(ｊ,θ)－φ(y,θ)]，
where h is ａ cutoff function ECo°゜(X)with H'=supph⊂Xn and such that み(ｚ)＝1
forｚＥ瓦　Next we set
　　　　　　　　　　　　ゐ1(ｚ，y，∂)＝咲jしroj(ｚ，ｙ，θ)
It is possible to choose successively dkeS-KXxR:), bk, CkjeS-KXxXxR:) with
supp Q⊂亙×瓦i， supp bk, supp Qj⊂HxH'xKc　and　positively　homogeneous　of
degree一k with respect to 0 when d is large and such that












belongs to So(ＸＸ＠)ａｎｄsuppa is contained in 亙×八八
　　Let ｊＥＪだ(ＸＸＸ)be the distribution kernel defined by the oscillatoryintegral
　　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ(ｚ,ｙ)＝Sざや(゛･θ)‾や(″'θ)Jα(x,d)dd.
It remains to prove that for every 託どてＸ)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　くｅ‾iリｇ，Ａｖ>～<召‾”fｓ，Ｂｖy，　Ｔ→oo,
ｗｈｅｎμＣ)(Ｘ)iｓreal･valued and ｙECoぺZ) has support in Xi andが(・)∈∃1 for




where Ｒｋ＝α一αo－…一αた一1ES-だ.Using the substitution θ→vd we have
　　憚一叫ｙ，ｍ一/1（有心〉
＝SSSがrl-fCx)+ip(iが'づ(″･≒y(わ[bk(ヌ,y,Td)-h(y)Rk(x,で０)]収y)びｄ７ｄ!Jd肌
Hence by the method of stationary phase
　　　　　　　　　　　　　ie-'-^'ig,Bv-A(hv≫= 0(r-*), r→oo,
for every k.　Finally we use again the method of stationary phase to show that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　<ｒ叫ｙ,y1(尨)〉へべe-^''fg,Ai･〉，ｒ→00.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
　　§4. Proof of Theorem 2.2.
　　We keep the notation in the proof of Theorem ３.1 and shrinking Xi if necessary
we may assume that χ(わ≠O when xeXi. From Theorem ３.1 it follows that
　　　　　　　　　　<ｒ吋ｙ，剛〉＝<ｅ‾叫ｒ痩，ぴ〉
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～<ｅ-iｒfｙ‾1ｙ，／Ｊｒ(かり〉バ→oo,
if feeべX) is real-valued and ｙECo戮:Ｘ)haｓ support in Xi andが(幻EEl for xe
supp ｙ.　Hence it is sufficientto prove that
(3.1)
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<ｒ叫ｇ，ｊＦＪ〉～0，ｒ→00,
when we<^CR') satisfiesthe estimate
(3.2) ＼w(d)＼<Ck＼dけ,θげ∩私






　　From the proof of Theorem ３.1，it follows that the map (Ｚ,０)－→･(2;，φ'xCx,d)-)
is ａ diffeomorphism of 瓦×＠ｏ onto ａ conic open neighborhood 筰/of(ｚo，ξo)。The
image of 瓦×(＠onｙ)ｕｎｄｅｒ this map is ａ conic neighborhood of (ｚo,ξo)。Hence
there exists s＞0，ａ neighborhood ｘ2 of a;ｏand ａ conic neighborhood Ｅ２ of ξosuch
that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　lφｙ:x,d')一則之s(圈十旧)
if xeX., OeRo＼V and leH2.
　　Now put 瓦＝瓦∩瓦，E3＝Ξ1∩Ξ２ and assume that supp ｙ⊂瓦ａｎｄが(幻EE3
for xesupp ｙ.　Then φ1(ｚ,θ)－ぴて()≠O when xe supp ｙ,θ∈Ro＼V and ｒEjひ。We
set
　　　　　　　　　£＝Iφｙa;,θ)－7ヂ(幻に2<φ'=o{x,^^-ぴ'(rr), Dx〉。
The ｃｏｅ伍ｃｉｅｎtｓof£are positively homogeneous of degree －1 with respect to
(θべ)ａｎｄ we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　£が[■4>(ix,0)~rf(.x)]＝が[tp(:x,9)-rf(.x)]。
By repeated integrations by parts, if θEeo＼Ｆ,ｒER＋，
K9,て)＝ｼ岬(Ｊ)-び(’)J(哩，)゛(ｙ(幻α(ｚ,θ))面，
where ゛£is the adjoint of£。Since the coefficients of (z£)゛ａｒeof degree 一応and
ａｅＳｏ(Ｘｘｅ)haｓsupport in ｘｘ瓦ｃ，瓦ａ compact subset of 00. we have
(3.4)　　　　　　　　　　　　17(θよ)＼<Ck'm十7･)-゛
when eeR＼V and ｔｇＲ＋｡
　　If we choose δ＞O sufficiently small, tｈｅｎφｙｚ,θ)－ｒμ(幻≠O when xesupp ｙ，
ＯｅＫｃand ｌ∂|くaで。Hence the estimate (3.4) is also valid when θe瓦・ａｎｄ圈＜aで。
Note that Kd, r) is bounded,
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(3.5)　　　　　　　　　＼Kdよ)図Ｃ，促ｅ，ｒE£九
and since supp a⊂XxＫｓ　I(∂,７)＝O when θ輯池　From the definition of the space
汐(＠)ｗｅ have
(3.6)　　　　　　　　　　㈱:削ざCo,一問, deK・。
　　We divide the integral in (3.3) into two parts /l and /2, /l〇ver ｙ and みｏｖｅｒ





Combining these two estimates we obtain (3.1), which completes the proof.
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